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We have calculated the electronic energy loss of proton and a-
particle beams in dry DNA using the dielectric formalism. The
electronic response of DNA is described by the MELF-GOS
model, in which the outer electron excitations of the target are
accounted for by a linear combination of Mermin-type energy-
loss functions that accurately matches the available experimen-
tal data for DNA obtained from optical measurements, whereas
the inner-shell electron excitations are modeled by the
generalized oscillator strengths of the constituent atoms. Using
this procedure we have calculated the stopping power and the
energy-loss straggling of DNA for hydrogen- and helium-ion
beams at incident energies ranging from 10 keV/nucleon to
10 MeV/nucleon. The mean excitation energy of dry DNA is
found to be I = 81.5 eV. Our present results are compared with
available calculations for liquid water showing noticeable
differences between these important biological materials. We
have also evaluated the electron excitation probability of DNA
as a function of the transferred energy by the swift projectile as
well as the average energy of the target electronic excitations as
a function of the projectile energy. Our results show that
projectiles with energy =100 keV/nucleon (i.e., around the
stopping-power maximum) are more suitable for producing low-
energy secondary electrons in DNA, which could be very
effective for the biological damage of malignant cells. g 2011 by
Radiation Research Society
INTRODUCTION
The study of the interaction of ion beams with
biological materials is very important for predicting
the effects of radiation in living tissues. The relevance of
this topic can be seen in its numerous applications in
radiation microdosimetry, medical physics, therapy by
heavy ions, and space radiation health (1–3).
Using energetic ion beams for radiation therapy has
become a promising technique because high doses can be
deposited locally at tumor sites, reducing the damage to
the surrounding critical organs. Hadrontherapy exploits
the enhanced energy deposition taking place at the end
of the range of energetic ion beams (the so-called Bragg
peak) and the rapid dose fall-off beyond that depth,
which can be used for maximum dose deposition within
a selected tumor volume. This characteristic is not
shared by other ionizing radiations such as electrons and
photons, and it allows a minimization of the damage to
healthy cells (4–6).
In cancer radiotherapy the selection of ion beam
energies and the determination of ion ranges are crucial
for the calculation of the delivered dose. There has been
substantial progress in several algorithms used to
calculate the depth-dose distributions for ion beams.
In particular, Monte Carlo approaches enable inclusion
of the relevant processes in the interaction of ion beams
with inhomogeneous tissues in great detail and allow the
calculation of accurate local dose distributions. Several
Monte Carlo codes are available for simulating proton
transport in water, which is used as a substitute for soft
biological tissue, including PARTRAC (7), PTRAN (8),
PETRA (9) and GEANT4 (10), among others (11).
Nonetheless, the accuracy of the calculations provided
by these programs is critically affected by the input
values used for calculating the energy loss of the incident
ion beam in the target material (12).
Most calculations of the energy loss of ions in solids
are based on the Bethe theory (13), where the most
important factor is the mean excitation energy of the
target. At high projectile energies (in the Bethe region),
the stopping powers predicted by the Bethe theory are
within a few percent of the experimental data (14).
However, this theory is inadequate around the Bragg
peak (which corresponds to the maximum stopping-
power region) and below (15). In this case, theories more
elaborate than Bethe’s high-energy approximation must
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be considered for realistic calculations of the energy loss
of ion beams in matter. It should be noted that medical
radiation dosimetry requires accuracies of 1% on
stopping powers (16).
Experimental data for the stopping of ions in matter
have been compiled by Ziegler (14) and by Paul (17), and
a summary of available tables and codes has been
published in an ICRU Report (18).
An effort to study the interaction of energetic ion
beams with liquid water at intermediate energies has
been carried out recently, since water represents over
80% of the content of the cells of soft tissues (19–26).
However, little work has been done concerning the
electron energy loss of energetic ions in DNA targets.
Research on the effects of radiation on DNA, the
most important biological material, is very active,
because determining the relationship between the energy
deposited by fast particles in the target and the damage
they cause is important to radiation biophysics (27–30).
DNA damage can be produced by direct ionization and
excitation of DNA electrons, by secondary electrons
generated in other parts of the cells (31), or by indirect
chemical reactions of water radiolysis products with
DNA (32). Even electrons with subionizing energies can
cause lethal lesions in DNA (33, 34). Therefore, a
detailed study of the energy loss of ions in biological
targets (such as DNA or liquid water) is desirable to
improve our understanding and modeling capabilities of
the action of radiation in ion-beam cancer therapy (29,
30, 35).
In this paper we examine the energy loss of fast proton
and helium-ion beams due to electron excitations
(including both continuum and discrete transitions) in
dry DNA for a wide range of projectile energies (from
10 keV/nucleon to 10 MeV/nucleon). We apply the well-
known dielectric formalism (36) for the energy loss of
swift projectiles in matter. The target electron excitation
spectrum is accounted for by using a combination of
Mermin-type energy-loss functions to describe the outer-
shell electron excitations and the atomic generalized
oscillator strengths for the inner-shell electron excita-
tions. The reliability of this so-called MELF-GOS
method (37, 38) has been proven in the description of
atomic collisions with solids, for elemental or com-
pounds targets and for light ion beams with energies
covering a wide range (38–40).
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A swift charged particle that moves through a
medium loses energy primarily via electronic excitation
of target atoms. Except at very low velocities, a heavy
charged projectile loses a negligible amount (compared
to electronic excitations) of energy in elastic collisions
with target nuclei. Therefore, in the energy range
considered here (from 10 keV/nucleon to 10 MeV/
nucleon), we will neglect elastic energy loss in the
calculations.
The electron energy loss is mainly characterized by
two factors: the stopping power, S, and the energy-loss
straggling, V2, which represent the mean and the
variance of the energy lost by the projectile per unit
path length, respectively.
At low and intermediate projectile energies, corre-
sponding to the region around the maximum stopping
power, it is necessary to consider the processes of
electron capture and loss by the projectile, which gives a
continuous charge exchange of the projectile in their
path through the solid affecting its energy loss.
Therefore, for a projectile with atomic number Z1,
atomic mass M1 and energy E that bombards a solid, the
target stopping power and energy-loss straggling can be
obtained from a weighted sum of the partial stopping
powers, Sq, and energy-loss stragglings, V
2
q, for each
charge state q of the projectile in the following man-
ner (38):
S(E)~
XZ1
q~0
wq(E)Sq(E), V
2(E)~
XZ1
q~0
wq(E)V
2
q(E), ð1Þ
where wq is the probability of finding the projectile in a
given charge state q. Since charge equilibrium is reached
a few femtoseconds after the projectile penetrates into
the solid, we assume that wq represents the charge-state
fractions at equilibrium, which depend on the target
nature, the projectile and its energy. The values of wq are
obtained from the parameterization made in the CasP
code (41). For compound targets such as DNA, this
code applies Bragg’s additivity rule (42) to the target
elemental constituents to find the projectile charge
fractions.
We have not included in Eq. (1) the contribution of
electron capture and loss to the energy loss of the
projectile since cross sections for these processes are
lacking for a complex target like DNA and also because
estimates for simpler targets (39) are negligible at high
energies and amount to ,5% for projectile energies less
than ,100 keV.
For a projectile with charge state q moving through a
solid, the energy-dependent stopping power, Sq(E ), and
energy-loss straggling, V2q (E), can be written as (36, 43)
Sq(E)~
ð?
0
d(hv)hvPq(E,v),
V2q (E)~
ð?
0
d(hv)(hv)2 Pq(E,v), ð2Þ
where Pq(E,v) is the probability per unit path length that
the particle with charge q and energy E transfers to the
target an energy hv in an inelastic process (i.e.,
individual and collective electron excitations as well as
ionizations) for any possible momentum transfer hk.
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The dielectric formalism, which is based on the first-
order perturbation theory (plane-wave Born approxi-
mation) (36), provides the following expression for
Pq(E,v):
Pq E,vð Þ~M1e
2
ph2E
ð?
kmin
dk
k
r2q kð ÞIm
{1
e k,vð Þ
 
ð3Þ
where kmin 5 v /
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2E=M1ð Þ
p
, e is the absolute value of the
electron charge, rq(k) is the Fourier transform of the
projectile charge density for the charge state q, and
e(k,v) is the dielectric function of the target.
Energy-Loss Function of Dry DNA
The key parameter to obtain reliable results for the
energy losses above is the energy-loss function (ELF) of
the material, Im[21/e(k,v)], since it contains all the
information about the electron excitation spectrum of
the target. Thus it is essential to use a good description
of the target ELF for the whole k-v plane (that is, the
Bethe surface).
The well-known Lindhard dielectric function is
applicable to only a limited number of so-called
nearly-free-electron materials, like aluminum. For other
targets, a commonly used method for obtaining the ELF
is to employ the experimental energy-loss function at
k 5 0 (optical limit) and extend it to k . 0 by introduc-
ing suitable dispersion relationship schemes [see ref. (44)
for a discussion].
For dry DNA films, Inagaki et al. (45) published
experimental optical data based on reflectance measure-
ments for photon energies ranging from 2 to 82 eV. As in
ref. (45), we assume that the mass density of DNA is
1.35 g/cm3 and that the typical nucleotide is composed of
a thymine-adenine pair plus two phosphate groups and
two sugars (46), so the target molecular formula is
C20H27N7O13P2.
We model the ELF of dry DNA films using the
MELF-GOS method (37, 38). This approach allows the
separation of contributions from the outer electron and
the inner-shell electron excitations to the target ELF,
namely,
Im
{1
e(k,v)
 
~Im
{1
e(k,v)
 
outer
zIm
{1
e(k,v
 
inter
: ð4Þ
The excitations of the outer electrons of the solid,
including both collective and single-particle excitations,
are described by fitting the experimental optical ELF (k
5 0) to a linear combination of Mermin-type ELFs,
Im
{1
e(k,v)
 
outer
~Im
{1
e(k~0,v)
 
exp
~
X
i
Ai Im
{1
eM(vi,ci,k~0,v)
 
H(v{vth,i), ð5Þ
where eM is the Mermin dielectric function (47). The
fitting parameters vi and ci are related to the position
and width, respectively, of the ith Mermin-type ELF,
while the coefficients Ai are the corresponding weights.
The threshold energy hvth,i for DNA films has a value of
4 eV (45).
On the other hand, inner-shell electrons retain their
atomic character since they have large binding energies;
therefore, they are suitably modeled in terms of the
generalized oscillator strengths (GOS). The connection
between the ELF and the GOS model is given by
Im
{1
e(k,v)
 
inner
~
2p2N
v
X
nl
dfnl(k,v)
dv
, ð6Þ
where dfnl(k,v) is the GOS of the (n,l) sub-shell and N
is the molecular density of the target (for dry DNA,
N 5 1.28 ? 1023 molecule/A˚3). We use the hydrogenic
approach to obtain the GOS because it is analytical and
describes the contribution of the K-shell ionization
corresponding to C, N, O and P atoms well (38). Thus 84
core electrons of each DNA nucleotide are modeled by
the GOS, Eq. (6), while 246 electrons are treated as outer
electrons, Eq. (5).
In Fig. 1 we show the optical ELF of solid DNA as a
function of the transferred energy, hv. The circles are
experimental results from Inagaki et al. (45) obtained in
the extreme ultraviolet region; the triangles in the inset
correspond to the experimental data obtained from X-
ray atomic scattering factors (48), and they describe
the ELF at large transferred energies. The ELF also
shows peaks at about 284, 410, 543 and 2146 eV that
correspond to the K-shell edges for carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen and phosphorus, respectively (49). The solid
FIG. 1. ELF of dry DNA in the optical limit (k 5 0) as a function
of the transferred energy, hv. Solid curves correspond to the MELF-
GOS model, while circles represent experimental data from Inagaki et
al. (45). The inset shows the ELF at high transferred energies in a log-
log plot, with triangles representing the results derived from X-ray
atomic scattering factors (48).
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curves correspond to our fit according to the MELF-
GOS method, including the contribution of both the
outer and the inner electrons. The ELF of dry DNA is
described by a sum of three Mermin ELF for the outer
electrons (with the parameters given in Table 1) and by a
GOS for each one of the C, N, O and P K-shells, as
shown in Fig. 1; each inner shell is visible as a sharp rise
in the ELF at the corresponding threshold energy.
One of the advantages of the MELF-GOS method is
that the fit of the ELF in the optical limit is analytically
and automatically extended to k ? 0 through the
properties of the Mermin dielectric function and the
GOS model (38, 50); therefore, it is not necessary to
assume a particular ELF dependence on the momentum
transfer. For the materials where experimental data are
available for the ELF at k ? 0, the MELF-GOS
reproduces the experimental ELF well (25, 44, 50, 51).
Therefore, we use the procedure described previously to
extend the optical ELF to the whole Bethe surface.
The resulting ELF should satisfy the f-sum rule for
any wave number k. Thus the effective number of
electrons per molecule Neff that may be excited up to a
maximum transferred energy hv from an incident
projectile,
Neff (v)~
me
2p2e2N
ðv
0
dv0v0Im
{1
e(k,v0)
 
, ð7Þ
must tend toward the target atomic number as the
transferred energy hv goes to infinity. Here me represents
the electron mass. The solid line in Fig. 2 shows the
effective number of excited electrons Neff as a function of
the transferred energy hv at zero momentum for dry
DNA. The contribution due to the outer electrons of
DNA represents 77.2% of the total effective number of
electrons; the remaining contribution comes from the K
shells of C (11.37%), N (3.7%), O (6.83%) and P (0.91%).
The total number of electrons in a DNA nucleotid is 330,
which is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 2.
We also check that the ELF of dry DNA obtained
using the MELF-GOS model satisfies the Kramers-
Kronig (KK) (or perfect screening) sum rule (52),
KK(v)~
2
p
ðv
0
dv0
1
v0
Im
{1
e(k~0,v0)
 
zn{2(0), ð8Þ
which must go to unity when hv??. For the refractive
index at low energies, n (0), we used the value 1.58 (45).
This sum rule is an important test for the accuracy of
our fit at low transferred energies, and it is fulfilled to
better than 99%.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Accurate values of the mean excitation energy I for
biological materials such as DNA are desirable because
a difference in the I value of only a few percent might
cause sizable changes in the range and stopping
maximum of therapeutic ion beams (12, 53), which
could be biologically relevant for the accuracy of the
energy deposited in nanometer volumes (54).
The MELF-GOS method allows an accurate descrip-
tion of the dielectric properties of dry DNA including
information regarding the condensed state, such as
electronic screening and collective effects. In this context
we can evaluate the cumulative mean excitation energy
I(v) of the target as a function of the transferred energy
hv as follows:
ln I(v)½ ~
ðv
0
dv0v0ln(v0)Im{1=e(k~0,v0)½ 
ðv
0
dv0v0Im{1=e(k~0,v0)½ 
: ð9Þ
The cumulative mean excitation energy allows us to
calculate how electrons in different shells contribute to
the mean excitation energy I, which is obtained from Eq.
(9) when the transfer energy hv??. In Fig. 3 we show
the value of I(v) of dry DNA as a function of the
transferred energy. When hv?? we obtain I5 81.5 eV,
where 43.5 eV is the outer electron contribution. The
TABLE 1
Parameters Used to Fit the Outer Electron
Excitations Contribution to the ELF (see Eq. 5)
of Dry DNA Films whose Molecular Density is
N = 1.28 ? 1023 molecule/A˚3
i hvi (eV) hci (eV) Ai
1 19.0 9.0 0.159
2 25.2 15.0 0.397
3 43.0 35.0 0.0707
Note. We used hvth,i 5 4 eV for all values of i.
FIG. 2. Effective number of electrons of dry DNA as a function of
the maximum transferred energy, hv. Solid line represents the
contribution of all the electrons, while the dashed line is the
contribution of the outer-shell electrons. The arrow indicates the
total number of electrons in a DNA nucleotide.
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graph clearly shows how the atomic shell structure is
evident in the cumulative mean excitation energy and
illustrates that outer- and inner-shell electrons contrib-
ute to the mean excitation energy in almost the same
proportion. The value of I we obtained is somewhat
higher than that of 77.9 eV calculated previously by
LaVerne and Pimblott (46) and clearly differs from that
of ,85 eV obtained when applying Bragg’s rule
following the procedure outlined in ICRU Report 49
(55) as well as from that of 86.64 eV calculated by Tan et
al. (23). Although the same experimental ELF was used
by different authors, the discrepancies in the calculated I
values could be due to the extrapolation of the ELF at
intermediate energy transfers used by each research
group, where there are no experimental data. It is also
interesting to compare with the mean excitation energy
of liquid water, where a value of Iliq.water 5 79.4 eV was
recently obtained (25) using the MELF-GOS method.
From the theoretical model presented in the previous
section, based on the dielectric formalism and on a
realistic description of the electron properties of dry
DNA, we have calculated the probability to produce
electronic excitations of energy hv per unit path length,
Pq(E,v), by a given projectile with charge q and incident
energy E. In our calculations the electron density rq for
each charge state of the projectile was described using
the Brandt-Kitagawa statistical model (56). In Fig. 4 we
show the results of Pq(E,v) corresponding to Hz (q 5 1)
at E 5 25 keV, 100 keV, 500 keV, 1 MeV and 5 MeV
and for neutral projectiles H0 at E 5 25 keV and
100 keV; these energies were chosen as representatives
for the more probable charge states. We observe that the
most probable electronic excitations have energies in the
range ,10–30 eV, particularly for projectile energies
below and around 100 keV. The maximum value of
Pq(E,v), that is, the maximum probability to excite
electrons decreases as the projectile energy E increases.
The probability Pq(E,v) is smaller for neutral than for
charged isoenergetic projectiles, although at hv > 100 eV
both excitation probabilities practically coincide. These
results are important because although the damage in
DNA can be produced by direct ionization of inner shells
(hv. 284 eV for the K-shell of C), recent reports point to
electrons with sub-ionizing energies as the ones responsible
for producing lethal damage in DNA (30, 33, 34).
In Fig. 4 we also observe that the probability to
produce electronic excitations due to H0 projectiles is
lower than for protons, even when its maximum value is
shifted toward higher electron energies, compared to the
same proton energies. However, the fraction of H0 in the
incident beam is small, as given by the CasP code (41),
representing,65,,10 and,2% at 25, 100 and 150 keV,
respectively.
The average energy transferred to DNA by electronic
excitations by a projectile with energy E, Waverage (E), can
be calculated as
Waverage(E)~
XZ1
q~0
wq(E)
ð
d(hv)(hv)Pq(E,v)
XZ1
q~0
wq(E)
ð
d(hv)Pq(E,v)
: ð10Þ
Figure 5 shows Waverage (E) as a function of the energy of
hydrogen and helium projectiles. We can see that Waverage
(E) is very similar in the two cases. The energy loss of
hydrogen- and helium-ion beams will not follow the
FIG. 3. Cumulative mean excitation energy of a dry DNA target
as a function of the energy transferred, hv. Solid line represents the
contribution of all the electrons, while the dashed line is due only to
the outer-shell electrons.
FIG. 4. Probability Pq(E,v) per unit path length that a particle,
with charge q and energy E, loses an energy hv into electronic
excitations of dry DNA. We have represented the results for a proton
(q 5 1) at energies E 5 25 keV (black solid line), 100 keV (black
dashed line), 500 keV (black dash-dotted line), 1 MeV (black dash-
dot-dotted line) and 5 MeV (black short dash-dotted line) for a
hydrogen particle (q 5 0) at E 5 25 keV (gray solid line) and 100 keV
(gray dashed line). To appreciate the behavior of the tails, the inset
shows the same results in a log-log scale for a larger region of hv.
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same trend as Waverage (E) because the number of electron
excitations induced in the medium, determined by
Pq(E,v), decreases with projectile energy. When E 5
10 keV/nucleon the average energy of the excitations is
around 20 eV, increasing to 70 eV for E 5 50 MeV/
nucleon. We can estimate the energy of the secondary
electrons resulting from the electronic excitations as Waverage
2 Ebind, where Ebind ,10 eV is the binding energy (57–59);
these electrons are energetic enough to produce strand
breaks in DNA due to the low threshold energy for
radiation damage in biomolecules (60). The average energy
of the secondary electrons produced in DNA is similar to
the same magnitude when evaluated in water (29).
The calculated stopping power of dry DNA for
proton and a-particle beams is shown as a function of
the projectile energy in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The
maximum values of S are around 100 keV for protons
and 120 keV/nucleon for a-particle beams; these energies
also correspond to the maximum probability to excite
target electrons, as discussed previously in relation to
Fig. 4. Symbols in Fig. 6 represent the calculations of
Tan et al. (23), which were also evaluated applying the
dielectric formalism to the optical ELF of DNA (45) but
with a different scheme to extend them to k ? 0 values.
Because liquid water represents the most relevant
material in biological materials, for comparison purpos-
es we also show the stopping power of liquid water
obtained by a procedure similar to the one described
elsewhere (25). Both targets present the maximum of the
stopping power at the same projectile energy, although
the stopping-power values for liquid water are always
lower than for dry DNA (15% at 10 keV and ,20% at
high energy). This different behavior of DNA and liquid
water regarding the energy loss of fast particles is due
mainly to their different excitation spectra and, to a
lesser extent, to their different electron density
(NeDNA~0:412e=A˚
3
, Neliq:water~0:334 e=A˚
3
).
At low projectile energies (around and below the
stopping-power maximum) the process of electron
capture and loss by the projectile becomes important.
The equilibrium charge-state fractions, wq, of the
projectile that enter in our calculations through Eq. (1)
are obtained from the CasP code (41) by interpolation of
the values corresponding to DNA’s atomic constituents.
To show the influence of the charge state in our
calculations, in Figs. 6 and 7 we also show the stopping
power of DNA without considering the change in the
charge state (i.e. frozen-charge approximation) of
protons and a particles.
The insets of Figs. 6 and 7 show the contributions of
the K-shells of C, N, O and P to the stopping power of
dry DNA for hydrogen- and helium-ion beams, respec-
tively. As can be seen, the dominant contribution to the
stopping power comes from the outer target electrons,
but when the incident projectile energy increases, the
contribution from inner shells becomes more important,
representing 15% of the total energy loss at projectile
energies of 10 MeV/nucleon.
The energy loss of a charged particle in a material is a
stochastic phenomenon; therefore, it is important to
characterize both the stopping power and the energy-
loss straggling (Eq. 2). In Fig. 8 we show the energy-loss
straggling V2 of dry DNA for hydrogen and helium
projectiles as a function of their energy. In the inset of
Fig. 8 we show the contributions of the K-shells of C, N,
O and P to the energy-loss straggling, which is larger
than those to the stopping power, representing 31% of
FIG. 5. Average energy transferred to electronic excitations
induced in DNA by incident hydrogen and helium particles as a
function of their energy E. FIG. 6. Stopping power of dry DNA (black solid line) for a
hydrogen-ion beam as a function of the incident energy; the right axis
corresponds to the stopping cross section. The stopping power of
DNA for a frozen-charge proton is shown as a dashed line. For
comparison purposes, the stopping power of liquid water (gray solid
line) (25) is also shown. Symbols represent data from ref. (23). The
inset shows the K-shell contributions to the total stopping power
(solid line) in a log-log plot: C (dashed line), N (dash-dot line), O
(dash-dot-dot line) and P (short-dash-dot line) of dry DNA.
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the total straggling at a projectile energy of 10 MeV/
nucleon. Therefore, we conclude that a proper descrip-
tion of inner-shell contributions to the ELF using the
GOS of the target elements is important for energy-loss
calculations of high-energy projectiles, mostly for the
energy-loss straggling.
CONCLUSIONS
We have applied the dielectric formalism to calculate
the main significant magnitudes in the energy loss of
hydrogen- and helium-ion ion beams in a dry DNA
target, namely, the probability of electronic excitations,
the stopping power, and the energy-loss straggling. The
calculations have been done taking into account the
charge-state fractions of the projectile, which vary as a
function of the incident energy. The excitation spectrum
of the DNA target has been described accurately by
means of the MELF-GOS method (37, 38), which uses
Mermin-type energy-loss functions for the outer electron
excitations and generalized oscillator strengths for the
(preserving atomic character) inner-shell excitations.
We found a mean excitation energy I 5 81.5 eV,
which is between the values reported previously (23, 46).
By analyzing the energy distribution of the electron
excitations produced by Hz and H0 in dry DNA for
several projectile energies, we conclude that protons
with energies =100 keV are very efficient in producing
low-energy secondary electrons, which despite their low
energy are still able to produce strand breaks and
therefore DNA damage according to both experimental
evidence (33, 34) and theoretical considerations (30).
These proton energies are lower or around the one that
produces the maximum value of the stopping power.
We have calculated the stopping power and the
energy-loss straggling of dry DNA for hydrogen and
helium-ion beams for a broad range of incident energies
(from 10 keV/nucleon to 10 MeV/nucleon). Since there
are no experimental data for the energy loss of light ions
in dry DNA, we compared our results with analogous
calculations for liquid water (25). The stopping-power
maximum of DNA is found at the nearly the same
projectile energy as that for liquid water. On the other
hand, the stopping power of DNA is ,20% larger than
that for liquid water. The present results are expected to
be useful to Monte Carlo simulation of proton and a-
particle transport and energy loss in biological tissues.
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FIG. 7. Stopping power of dry DNA (black solid line) for an a-
particle beam as a function of the incident energy; the right axis
corresponds to the stopping cross section. The stopping power of
DNA for a frozen-charge proton is shown as a dashed line. For
comparison purposes, the stopping power of liquid water (gray solid
line) (25) is also shown. The inset shows the K-shell contributions to
the total stopping power (solid line) in a log-log plot: C (dashed line),
N (dash-dot line), O (dash-dot-dot line) and P (short-dash-dot line) of
dry DNA.
FIG. 8. Energy-loss straggling of dry DNA for (panel a) hydro-
gen- and (panel b) helium-ion beams as a function of the incident
energy. The discontinuous lines in the inset represent the contribution
coming from the K-shell of C (dashed line), N (dash-dot line), O
(dash-dot-dot line) and P (short-dash-dot line).
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